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*sadly none of our packages come with free furniture yet. We’re working on this ;-) 

Orchid Peony Rose

Wedding coverage All day 9 hours 8 hours

Included Album 12x12  
Heirloom 

Album 
40 pages

10x10  
Heirloom 

Album 
20 pages

$350  
Album Credit

Photographers 2 1 1

Engagement session ✓ ✓ ✓
Download of digital images ✓ ✓ ✓
Color correction & processing ✓ ✓ ✓
Online proofing gallery ✓ ✓ ✓
Consultation & unlimited communication ✓ ✓ ✓
Time & talent of photographer ✓ ✓ ✓
Unlimited locations ✓ ✓ ✓
Online highlights reel ✓ ✓
Custom layout & design ✓ ✓
More album pages ✓
100 Photo Thank You Cards or Save the Dates ✓

Coffee table (to proudly display Heirloom Album)*

$4950 $3425 $2800
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The collections



 
Wedding Coverage by Elisa We’ve got you covered. Starting at $2,400 for six hours !
Second Photographer Add another perspective for more creativity & flexibility. Our second shooters are 

highly skilled pros with similar style to Elisa. It is strongly recommended that you have two photographers if you 
have a tight wedding day schedule or very large guest count. Six hours $600 !
Extra hour (Elisa) Your party is going to be pretty epic, so why not document it all? $200 

 !
PHOTO SESSIONS  
75 minutes • high-res digital images • $325 !
ENGAGEMENT An absolute must have! A fun 

session of you and your love. Not only will you get 
amazing photos of you two to share with the world, 
use in invitations, decor, your wedding website, etc., 
but you will also feel more at ease in front of the 
camera on your wedding day. !
DAY-AFTER Relaxed, fun, and you’ll still have that 

just-married glow. With the tight timelines and 
logistics of wedding days, you can’t always exactly 
be in a meadow at sunset to get that Pinterest-
worthy shot you’re dreaming of. The solution is a 
day-after couples session! !
BRIDAL A classic tradition, typically done before 

the wedding, and oftentimes indoors to keep the 
gorgeous gown pristine. !
ROCK THE DRESS An editorial on-location 

photo shoot of the bride looking smokin' in that 
gown. Typically this takes place post-nuptials. !

BOUDOIR Long popular as a wedding or anniversary gift to your spouse-to-be, it’s becoming increasingly 
something women give to themselves. It’s the gift of seeing yourself as truly sexy and beautiful as you can be, 
and capturing that forever. Elisa will highlight your best features, all while keeping the images demure, 
sophisticated and alluring. This 75 minute session can take place at your home, a friend’s, or a hotel. Ask to see 
sample photos. $395 digitals + Little Black Book | $325 digitals only !!!!!!
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A LA CARTE Coverage
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THE HEIRLOOM ALBUM 
 A custom photo album is the best way to showcase 
your love story! The best photographs from your day 
are mounted flush in a story format that your friends 
and family—now and generations down the line—will 
ooh and ahh over. Stunning, gorgeous, and made in 
Missouri, with options for Italian leathers, natural 
linens, or custom photo covers. !!!!!!!!
PARENTS BOOK 
They’ll want one, too! Makes a great thank-you gift for 
parents, grandparents and other family members. Just 
like your Heirloom Album, but with hefty press-printed 
paper and faux leather cover. Only available with 
album purchase. $200 !
PRO PRINTS Available to you, friends and family through your private online gallery. This is a 

great way to get the quality of professional lab prints at an affordable price! !
SIGNATURE WALL ART Ready-to-hang metal prints that are incredibly durable and long-

lasting, not to mention striking. Send me a photo of the wall and room and we can design a custom 
grouping that complements the space perfectly. Price varies based on sizes. ! !!!!!!!

Sales tax is additional on all physical products/goods !!!
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Heirloom Albums 

P ricing 

All pricing includes printing, binding, standard cover 
options and custom-designed layout with one round 
of revisions.

Can we do panoramic 
spreads?  

Absolutely! This is a flush-
mount, lay-flat album, which 
is perfect for showcasing 
your images. The small 
crease in the middle is 
barely noticeable.

What’s silver halide? !
This means true 
photographic prints. All our 
albums are made this way  
because it’s more archival 
and shows much more 
detail than press-printed 
books can offer.

What’s the turnaround? !
After the album design is 
approved, your album 
takes 3-4 weeks to be 
custom-made and 
delivered. 

Can we order parent 
albums? 

Yes, parent albums make 
excellent thank-you gifts! 
Any additional copy of 
your main album (any size) 
is half off list prices!

Quality Craftsmanship 

We start by creating a custom layout that 
showcases your story using the best images from 
the day. You approve the final layout and have an 
opportunity to swap one image for another. Once 
given the stamp of approval, the photos are printed 
at a professional lab using a true silver halide 
process, then mounted seamlessly into a lay-flat, 
flush-mount album with thick, durable pages. The 
difference in quality between press-printed books 
and a true photographic album is obvious, and only 
becomes more so with the test of time. Our albums 
are made to be well-loved.

Artfully 

Handcrafted  

and  

Custom made  

Just  for  you 

In Mi!ouri 

Heirloom Albums 

P ricing 

All pricing includes printing, binding, standard cover 
options and custom-designed layout with one round 
of revisions.

Can we do panoramic 
spreads?  

Absolutely! This is a flush-
mount, lay-flat album, which 
is perfect for showcasing 
your images. The small 
crease in the middle is 
barely noticeable.

What’s silver halide? !
This means true 
photographic prints. All our 
albums are made this way  
because it’s more archival 
and shows much more 
detail than press-printed 
books can offer.

What’s the turnaround? !
After the album design is 
approved, your album 
takes 3-4 weeks to be 
custom-made and 
delivered. 

Can we order parent 
albums? 

Yes, parent albums make 
excellent thank-you gifts! 
Any additional copy of 
your main album (any size) 
is half off list prices!

Quality Craftsmanship 

We start by creating a custom layout that 
showcases your story using the best images from 
the day. You approve the final layout and have an 
opportunity to swap one image for another. Once 
given the stamp of approval, the photos are printed 
at a professional lab using a true silver halide 
process, then mounted seamlessly into a lay-flat, 
flush-mount album with thick, durable pages. The 
difference in quality between press-printed books 
and a true photographic album is obvious, and only 
becomes more so with the test of time. Our albums 
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SIZE & SIDES 20 30 40 50

15x10 $1100 1200 1300 1400

12x12 $950 1050 1150 1250

10x10 $850 950 1050 1150

8x10 $800 900 1000 1100

Artfully 

Handcrafted  

and  

Custom made  

Just  for  you 

In Mi!ouri 

A LA CARTE keepsakes
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EPP PHOTO BOOTH You want 

tons of fun photos of all the guests? 
The EPP Photo Booth is what you need! 
We’ve heard couples say this also 
serves as entertainment for their 
guests. We provide a gorgeous gold 
sequin backdrop, photo booth 
attendant and props. Forget the 
mustaches! Our prop box includes fun 
and unique props that your guests will 
love! They rotate out, but to give you 
an idea, right now the kit includes a 
variety of emojis for every emotion, 
lightsabers, a giraffe mask, cheer-
leading pom poms, purple glitter hat, 
hawaiian lei, chalkboard signs, etc. You 
provide the silly faces. Digital images 
available within 48 hours after the 
event. 3 Hours/$500  !
TRAVEL Reasonable rates to any destination that accepts my passport. Let's talk! !!!!!!!

“When he looked into her dark eyes and saw that her 
lips were poised between a laugh and silence, he learned 
the most important part of the language that all the world 
spoke—the language that everyone on earth was capable 

of understanding in their heart. It was love. Something 
older than humanity, more ancient than the desert. She 

smiled, and that was certainly an omen—the omen he had 
been awaiting, without even knowing he was, for all his life.” 

- Paul Coelho, The Alchemist
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A LA CARTE CONT’D


